INTRODUCTION
NNOCENCE is not clearly a prerequisite to detention under the Federal Material Witness Statute. That was the unremarkable principle the United States. Supreme Court unanimously announced in the 2010 term in Ashcroft v. al-Kidd 2 The Court was asked to resolve whether a witness could be constitutionally detained when the prosecutor is as interested in making a case against the witness as he is in securing testimony.
3 A fivemember majority went even further. It held that not only does using a legitimate material witness warrant to arrest a criminal suspect not violate clearly established law, it does not violate the law at all. 4 Despite the common sense of the majority's bottom line, the legal doctrine Justice Scalia used to reach the result was not as clear-cut as his opinion suggests. No court prior to al-Kidd had previously considered whether the government was permitted to have a legitimate and illegitimate basis for arresting a material witness. Existing precedent permitted arrests supported by probable cause to believe an individual had committed a crime, however minor, regardless of the government's motives. 5 But existing precedent also provided that the government's motive for engaging in suspicionless intrusions mattered. 6 Under this latter line of precedent, the government is not permitted to conduct a search or seizure without suspicion unless its purpose is for something other than the detection of crime.
7 A/-Kidd fell between these lines of precedent. Circumstances unique to al-Kidd made the government believe he was in possession of helpful information, but did not give the government an i Associate Professor of Law and Director, Criminal Justice Program, Duquesne University School of Law. B.A., J.D., University of Virginia; LL.M., J.S.D., Yale. The Ninth Circuit's opinion in al-Kidd cited the author's work on the history of material witness detention yet without any supporting authority arrived at historical conclusion at odds with the author's. The author therefore filed an amicus brief with the United States Supreme Court in this matter correcting the lower court's misunderstanding of the historical record and supporting Ashcroft's position in the matter.
objective basis for believing him guilty of a crime. Practically, it would be hard to explain how a suspected member of al-Qaeda may not be detained on the same evidence permitting the detention of an innocent bystander, but practical considerations were not part of the Court's opinion. The Court's analysis suggested that the facts of the case easily situated it within the strain of authority requiring no assessment of the government's motives for the seizure.
This case drew a lot of attention for matters that were not part of the legal issues being debated. The New York Times observed that the decision "did not resolve whether the material witness law was misused under President George W. Bush," and of course that is correct.' Only a very narrow issue was before the Court. The issue was, in fact, so narrow that one of the claims al-Kidd made against John Ashcroft appears to have survived the very short opinion. The Supreme Court found that the Constitution is not violated when material witnesses are detained as suspects. 9 The Ninth Circuit, however, found for al-Kidd on an issue not addressed in Ashcroft's petition for certiorari. The lower court held that irrespective of the constitutionality of pretextual detentions, Ashcroft's instructions to make "aggressive" use of material witness detentions to hold suspects imposed a duty on him to ensure that prosecutors were only seeking material witness warrants where the statutory requirements were satisfied.' 0 The Supreme Court's decision does not appear to alter this basis of liability and a trial to determine whether he breached that duty could still occur. The issues beyond the scope of the Court's opinion, which attracted considerable media attention, were very troubling. The application for a material witness warrant in al-Kidd's case did not seem to satisfy the statutory criteria and the conditions of his confinement were deplorable, as many of the justices observed."
A number of early commentaries on this case concluded that the Court's concern about the underlying facts suggest that the Court will soon impose limits on the government's power to arrest and hold material witnesses. The rarity of material witnesses makes this conclusion seem unlikely and, more importantly, courts are in a less than optimal position to place constraints on material witness arrests. supporting the application for his arrest warrant stated that he had information "crucial" to the prosecution of Sami Omar al-Hussayen for the offenses of visa fraud and making false statements to the United States. 15 Scott Mace, a Special Agent with the FBI in Boise, Idaho, informed the district court in this affidavit that during the course of investigating Mr. alHussayen's visa and false statement offenses, "information was developed regarding the involvement of Abdullah [a]l-Kidd."' 6 The sum total of the "information" so discovered is related below I-Multaqa;" and telephone numbers for IANA (734-528-0006) and Basem Khafagi (734-481-1930) . Khafagi is a former Director of IANA and former University of Idaho student (graduated in 1988) who was recently arrested in New York. 17 Many aspects of this affidavit seem insufficient. The affiant never stated the nature of the lies al-Hussayen allegedly made to agents of the U.S. government, or the nature of visa fraud alleged. Without this information, it is impossible to comprehend how Abdullah al-Kidd's receipt of money from al-Hussayen, or al-Kidd's travel to Yemen could be relevant to the government's prosecution. The affidavit did not state what the initials IANA abbreviated. It most likely referred to the Islamic Assembly of North America, which was referenced in the al-Hussayen indictment, but the meaning of these initials were never stated in the affidavit."
5 Nor was it even remotely clear how any ties al-Kidd may have had with such an organization demonstrated his knowledge of information bearing on alHussayen's prosecution for false statements and visa fraud. The affiant even identified al-Kidd only as "Kidd" in one of the paragraphs, while referring to him as " [a] l-Kidd" in the remainder. 9 The indictment against Sami Omar al-Hussayen provides some context to the facts in the affidavit, but does not demonstrate how al-Kidd's testimony was relevant to the particular charges then pending against alHussayen. In essence, this indictment alleged that al-Hussayen, a Saudi national, was issued a visa to be in the United States for the sole purpose of studying to obtain his Ph.D. in computer science at the University of Idaho and on a number of occasions represented to agents of the U.S. government that that was his sole purpose for being in the country. While in the United States, however, the government alleged, he was also retained by a number of entities to assist them with information technology and assisted the Islamic Assembly of North America (IANA) with substantial fundraising and technology. The indictment further alleged that the IANA's website disseminated "radical Islamic ideology the purpose of which was indoctrination, recruitment of members, and the instigation of acts of violence and terrorism."
z The indictment supported this characterization with a reference to an article that appeared on one of the organization's websites published by a radical Saudi sheikh in June 2001, who advocated suicide bombings or "bringing down an airplane on an important location that will cause the enemy great losses.1 21 Such stories, however, were also posted on the BBC's website. Whether al-Hussayen's involvement in these posts amounted to journalism, eerie prophecy, or an immediate incitement to the terrorist attacks of September 11, there was only one question for the court considering the government's request for a warrant to arrest al-Kidd: Did al-Kidd have information material to the prosecution that the government would be unable to obtain with a subpoena? And the government's case required that it prove that al-Hussayen had been in the country for some purpose other than his education. At most, the government alleged that al-Kidd knew al-Hussayen, had taken money from him, and had contact information for someone in this organization al-Hussayen was supporting. But these facts did little to demonstrate the government's need for al-Kidd's testimony against al-Hussayen. Was the government suggesting that alKidd's testimony could be used to demonstrate the extent of al-Hussayen's business interests? Or was his testimony to be used to demonstrate alHussayen's extensive role in the Islamic Assembly of North America?
It is certainly not clear from the affidavit used to support his arrest exactly how the government thought his testimony might be useful as it noted only that al-Kidd "is believed to be in possession of information germane to this matter which will be crucial to the prosecution." 23 To the extent al-Kidd's potential testimony bore on any of these matters, if it did at all, surely his testimony was not uniquely able to establish the elements of the crime alleged against al-Hussayen. The application further did not mention what information the government believed al-Kidd possessed, or how it was an essential part of the case against al-Hussayen.
2 4 Whatever information al-Kidd possessed about al-Hussayen was in fact sufficiently trivial that al-Kidd was never summoned before a grand jury or called to testify in al-Hussayen's trial.
2 , There were gross omissions in the affidavit. The government's request for a warrant to arrest al-Kidd contended that he had met with an associate of al-Hussayen after returning from a trip to Yemen and that he had taken $20,000 from al-Hussayen.
2 6 The affidavit did not say why al-Kidd had received this money. The affidavit did not mention that al-Kidd had a degree in computer programming and had been compensated for his work as an information technology specialist for the JANA. Parts of the Mace Affidavit suggest that the affiant hoped the magistrate reviewing it would simply draw the worst possible assumption about every Muslim entity or person identified. The affidavit did not make any effort to identify "[all-Multaqa." It further did not state what charge led to Basem Khafagi's recent arrest in New York, or even the municipality in New York where Khafagi was arrested. Seemingly the government was hoping the judge would draw a negative inference from the mere fact that a Muslim man from Idaho, whom al-Kidd knew, was arrested in one of the two jurisdictions al-Qaeda attacked. The reason for Khafagi's arrest, which the affidavit did not mention, was on a charge of bank fraud.
8
For almost a century, federal courts have recognized that "bare bones" affidavits are insufficient for warrants 2 9 And notwithstanding the relied on a warrant obtained on the basis of such an application and certainly no federal judge should have issued such a warrant. The government's affidavit did not even claim to satisfy any particular evidentiary threshold to justify this arrest. A warrant for an ordinary arrest requires probable cause to believe a crime has been committed and that the defendant has committed it. The Material Witness Statute does not specify the quantum of proof the government must satisfy to obtain a warrant, though many courts have assumed that the standard is probable cause.
3
The government's bare bones affidavit failed to assert that it had probable cause that al-Kidd was in possession of helpful information.
" It merely concluded that al-Kidd was "believed to be in possession of information germane to this matter which will be crucial to the prosecution. 33 Remarkably, if this standard is correct, a man's liberty turns on satisfying a pleading requirement and nothing more.
34
The facts supporting the government's conclusion that al-Kidd would be unavailable to provide evidence against al-Hussayen were even less substantial than the facts demonstrating that al-Kidd had "crucial" information. 32 Even at the point in America's history when an affiant's mere allegation that he had probable cause was sufficient for a warrant to issue, the affiant's failure to state the appropriate standard of suspicion he claimed to have would render the warrant invalid. See Oliver, supra note 29, at 386-87 (noting that in the mid-nineteenth century, an affiant's claim that he had "probable cause to suspect" fruits of a crime could be located in certain place, or that a person was guilty of crime, was insufficient; the affiant was required to allege that he had "probable cause to believe" the conclusion offered was true).
33 Mace Affidavit, supra note 15, at *64. 34 Remarkably, in Bacon v. United States, 449 E2d 933, 943 (9th Cir. 1971) , the Ninth Circuit held that when a witness is to be detained so that he may testify before a grand jury, the prosecutor's "mere statement" that the witness has material testimony is sufficient to issue the warrant for an arrest. to take a one-way, first class flight (costing approximately $5,000.00) to Saudi Arabia on Sunday, March 16, 2003 , at approximately 6:00 EST. He is scheduled to fly from Dulles International Airport to JFK International Airport in New York and then to Saudi Arabia."
35 AI-Kidd actually held a round-trip coach-class ticket to Saudi Arabia that cost $1,700.36 No note was made of the fact that al-Kidd was an American-born citizen, not a Saudi national returning to his home country. 37 The purpose of al-Kidd's travel to Saudi Arabia was to work on his doctorate in Islamic studies.
38
Other omissions in the Mace Affidavit enhanced the false sense that was painted of al-Kidd. The affidavit failed to mention that al-Kidd had cooperated with all of the government's requests for information and had never failed to respond to a communication from any government agent. 39 The affidavit failed to mention that no government agent had communicated with al-Kidd for six months before the request was made for his arrest warrant. 4° No mention was made of the fact that no agent of the United States government had ever asked this cooperative American citizen to alert the government about overseas travel or to remain available in the country in the event that information he may have possessed became immediately important.
41
Eight FBI agents seized al-Kidd in the Dulles International Airport on the material witness warrant. 4 Agents interviewed him one to two hours after his arrest and told him that if he cooperated, "the matter might be resolved quickly and he could continue on his flight. '43 He agreed to talk and was asked about his religious faith, his conversion to Islam, and his travel plans.' Much as he had done before, he answered all the questioned posed to him. 4 He was then held in Alexandria Detention Center in a high-security unit, reportedly in the same cells where John Walker Lindh and Zacarias Moussaoui had been held.' Three days later, he appeared before a federal magistrate judge who recommended he waive a hearing until he could be transported back to Idaho, where "people were more [Vol. 100 familiar with his case."
47 He agreed with the judge's recommendation and two weeks of hell followed.
Despite assurances by the judge that he would be quickly transported back to Idaho, he was detained in Alexandria for nine more days. 48 While detained in Alexandria, he was held in single-person cell 22 to 23 hours a day, with a food slot'providing him the only access to light outside his cell.
49
Other inmates on this wing of the facility had glass plates on their cells, s°m aking their cells considerably less claustrophobic.
He was. then transported to a federal detention center aboard an aircraft designed for the transportation of high-risk prisoners.
5 Once at the Oklahoma Federal Transfer Center, he was forced to sit naked, in view of other inmates who were being processed as well as male and female guards, before he was processed and given a cell in a high-security wing of the facility.
"
The following day, he was placed on another similar flight to be transported to Boise, Idaho.
3 Other prisoners on the flight were permitted to have their handcuffs loosened, but al-Kidd was not, even though this degree of restraint prevented him from using the restroom.
5 4 An officer on the flight explained that this would not be permitted because al-Kidd's case was "special.
' 55 Indeed his case was special. He may have been the only detainee on board who was neither convicted of, nor even charged with, a violation of any criminal ordinance.
56
In Idaho, he met briefly with a federal public defender before an appearance before a federal magistrate. 57 The government requested a three-day continuance and asked that bail be denied pending this continuance on the basis that al-Kidd was a flight risk and danger to the Despite the precautions the government deemed necessary to prevent his escape or violence to the community, when at-Kidd's case was then heard sixteen days after his arrest, the judge released him with relatively few restrictions. 6 0 He was released into the custody of his wife, required to surrender his passport and regularly report to a probation officer. 61 His travel was further restricted to four states. 6 The government went to trial against Sami Omar al-Hussayen for the visa and misrepresentation charges as well as providing material support to a foreign terrorist organization; the latter charge was alleged in a superseding indictment following al-Kidd's arrest.
63 AI-Kidd was never subsequently interviewed about al-Hussayen, was never called to appear before a grand jury investigating al-Hussayen and was not called to testify at the criminal trial against al-Hussayen. 64 A federal jury acquitted Sami Omar alHussayen of the material support charges and could not reach a verdict on the allegations of visa fraud and mis-statements to the government. 6 The government decided not to retry him but never sought to end the restrictions placed on al-Kidd, who had cooperated whenever requested who had been treated like the worst of criminals. [Vol. 100 likely seems outrageous. At a basic level, the idea that a person can be held because he or she possesses information helpful to the government seems contrary to basic principles of our criminal justice system. For those with a somewhat more sophisticated understanding of the criminal justice system (or even the mental health system), the existence of such a statute may seem less problematic, even if this application seems like an absurdity.
The federal standard for arresting a material witness appears in the Bail Reform Act of 1984:
If it appears from an affidavit filed by a party that the testimony of a person is material in a criminal proceeding, and if it is shown that it may become impracticable to secure the presence of the person by subpoena, a judicial officer may order the arrest of the person ... No material witness may be detained because of inability to comply with any condition of release if the testimony of such witness can adequately be secured by deposition, and if further detention is not necessary to prevent a failure of justice.
Release of a material witness may be delayed for a reasonable period of time until the deposition of the witness can be taken pursuant to the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure.
68
The statute provides no opportunity for the witness to be heard before his arrest. Once he is arrested, the statute then directs the judicial officer to consider the terms of the witness's release, referring the judge to the statute relating to the "[rielease or detention of a defendant pending trial." 69 This provision requires the consideration of factors about a defendant's criminal history, employment, and ties to the community to determine the terms under which the defendant may be released, so that his presence at trial is ensured.
70
These factors would also be relevant to determining how likely a witness is to appear for trial. The bail statute contains a controversial basis for detaining defendants pending trial, which seemingly would apply to witnesses as well. A judge is directed to determine-the "condition or combination of conditions [that] will reasonably assure the appearance of the person in court and the safety of any other person and the community."'" Using the possibility of a defendant's future violence to detain him pending trial was controversial when it was first implemented as a basis for holding those suspected of crimes. The unusual nature of this power to detain witnesses is due in no small part to the fact that use of the power is unusual. It is very rarely used and typically only against foreign nationals in immigration cases where the government has a host of mechanisms for detaining the witness."
The power of the government to hold individuals for reasons other than conviction of a crime is, however, not unique to material witnesses. A variety of societal interests permit detentions for reasons other than criminal punishment. Criminal suspects can, of course, be detained without a criminal conviction if no terms of their release can ensure that they will appear for trial, or if no terms of their release will ensure the safety of the public. 76 The mentally disturbed who present a danger to themselves or others may be involuntarily committed. 77 74 In Salerno, the Second Circuit held that future dangerousness was not an appropriate basis for detaining a material witness. Salerno, 481 U.S. at 744. The Supreme Court's decision affirming the constitutionality of future dangerousness as a basis for pretrial detention certainly did not consider material witnesses. The majority in Salerno reasoned that pretrial detention was not punishment at all and that predictions of future dangerousness were consistent with a variety of detentions, including the detention of the mentally disturbed. Id. at 746-47. Justice Marshall's dissent noted that the majority's reasoning authorizing preventive detention did not depend on a criminal charge at all. Id. at 763-64 (Marshall, J., dissenting).
75 Only 3.6% of all arrests by federal law enforcement officers were of material witnesses, and, of those, 92.3% were foreign nationals involved in smuggling aliens to delay their removal so they would be available to testify. AI-Kidd v. Ashcroft, 580 E3d 949,966 n. 16 (9th Cir. 2009 [Vol. I00
The court's power to compel an unwilling witness to testify provides an even closer analogy to material witness detentions. 9 Material witness detentions involve the government's power to hold a witness who prefers to prevent a court from hearing his testimony by being elsewhere when his testimony is required. Rarely does a court take the unusual step of ensuring the witness's presence by incarcerating him, because prosecutors infrequently request such detentions. Far more frequently a witnessoften a reporter -will comply with a subpoena but be unwilling to divulge requested information. In such cases, courts can, and frequently do, place the witness in jail until he or she cooperates. 0 By contrast, material witness detentions provide the government a mechanism to ensure the testimony of those who attempt to avoid testifying by absenting themselves from the proceedings altogether. Conceptually, the existence of such a power is not as unusual as it may seem and has a long historical pedigree, even if it has been mostly a dormant power.
81
Since the earliest days of the country's existence, Congress and many state legislatures have given courts the power to detain witnesses whose testimony is important to a criminal case if there are doubts about the willingness of the witness to voluntarily appear.
8
" Under federal law, if a judge is satisfied that a witness's testimony is "material" to a criminal prosecution and it would be "impracticable" to ensure the witness's presence by a subpoena, the witness may be placed under whatever degree of restraint the judge finds necessary to ensure his presence.'
Another use of this power was recently discovered, or to be more precise, re-discovered. 84 Following the attacks of September 11, 2001, thenAttorney General John Ashcroft announced that the Justice Department would use material witness warrants to hold terrorist suspects when the government lacked adequate suspicion to charge them with crimes. 83 See 18 U.S.C. § 3144 (2nn6). 84 See infra note 2o5-o6 and accompanying text. 85 This was part of a reorientation of the Department of Justice -the department's pri- 20I1I-20121 seems to be beyond question that a material witness warrant was sought against al-Kidd because of the government's suspicions of his wrongdoing. In testimony before Congress, FBI Director Robert Mueller described the progress of his bureau after September 1 1.86 He first described the arrest of Khalid Shaikh Mohammed, the alleged mastermind of the September 11 attacks." Abdullah al-Kidd was his second example followed by a number of defendants who had been arrested on criminal charges. 88 Mueller never noted in his testimony that al-Kidd had been arrested as a witness against another, not as a suspect himself. Civil libertarians critical of many aspects of the Bush Administration's tactics in the new war on terror immediately objected that the Material Witness Statute was not intended as a means of preventive detention.
9°T
heir arguments looked to the terms of the statute itself. The government's right to arrest a material witness is certainly triggered by his possession of information helpful to the government, not his criminal acts or anticipated criminal acts. The Administration's critics, however, never provided an answer to a difficult question raised by their thesis. Could the government be denied the right to hold a witness with information material to a criminal prosecution, whose presence could not be secured by subpoena, if the government also suspected the witness of wrongdoing himself? Does the government somehow have less ability to hold such a witness when the witness himself is also believed to be involved in acts that threaten widespread destruction? mary goal was becoming preventing rather than punishing crime. 173, 1200 (2004) (citing arguments that "the government has manipulated the material witness provisions, like the immigration statutes, to hold those it suspects of terrorist activities but for whom it does not have the probable cause necessary to support a criminal detention").
[Vol. 100
III. NINTH CIRCUIT FOUND INNOCENCE A PRE-REQUISITE TO INCARCERATION
Abdullah al-Kidd's case presented the first opportunity to test the theory that material witness detentions could not be used to hold criminal suspects. Interestingly, the theory of recovery against John Ashcroft in his complaint was not based on the idea that pretextual uses of material witness detentions violate the Fourth Amendment. AI-Kidd contended in the complaint that John Ashcroft created a policy of using material witness detentions to hold suspects, which set in motion the actions of the FBI agents in this case to seek the detention of a "witness" whose potential testimony was not material and whose appearance could have easily been secured with a subpoena.
9 ' Stated another way, al-Kidd contended that Ashcroft highly incentivized the use of material witness detentions as a means of holding suspects for whom the government lacked adequate suspicion to charge and then failed to ensure that prosecutors were only seeking to arrest those witnesses who fit the criteria of the Material Witness Statute. The Ninth Circuit used the case to announce a considerably more sweeping and specious proposition-that innocence is a pre-requisite to the detention of material witnesses.
92
AI-Kidd brought a civil rights action against a number of people involved in his unfortunate detention, including those who filed the incomplete and false affidavits in support of his arrest warrant and those who determined that his degree of custody should be comparable to that of death-row inmates.
93 He also filed suit against then-Attorney General John Ashcroft, alleging that Ashcroft had set in motion a chain of events that allowed a perfectly law-abiding American citizen, indeed an all-American college football player, whose only sin appeared to have been his sincere conversion to Islam, to be treated like a hardened criminal. 4 In the factual allegations in the complaint, al-Kidd stated that it was unreasonable to use a statute designed to ensure the presence of a witness to hold a suspect whom law enforcement officials lacked evidence to charge with a crime. 94 Id. at *39-41, *44-50. 95 Id. at *39-40 ("[Tlhe government used the [material witness] statute as a pretext to arrest and hold individuals whom the government lacked probable cause to charge with a crime but nonetheless wished to detain preventively and/or to investigate for possible criminal wrongdoing.... Pursuant to this new, unlawful use of the Justice Department's material witness powers, Defendants' purpose in arresting and detaining Mr. al-Kidd was not to secure his testimony, but to preventively hold and investigate him for possible criminal wrongdoing. 20I11-20121 The portion of the complaint that stated claims for relief, however, had a somewhat narrower basis for relief (for violation of the Fourth Amendment):
Mr. al-Kidd's arrest, detention and post-release conditions violated the Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution because, inter alia, (a) he was arrested for the unlawful purpose of detaining him preventively and/or for further investigation, and not because his testimony was needed; (b) because there was no probable cause to believe his testimony could not be secured without arrest; (c) because there was no probable cause to believe Mr. al-Kidd had testimony germane to a criminal proceeding; (d) because of the prolonged, excessive, and punitive conditions of Mr. al-Kidd's detention and postrelease terms; and (e) because of Defendants' unreasonable and unlawful searches, including strip searches. Mr. al-Kidd's arrest, detention and post-detention release conditions violated the Material Witness Statute because, inter alia, (a) he was arrested for the unlawful purpose of detaining him preventively and/or for further investigation, and not because his testimony was needed; (b) because there was no probable cause to believe his testimony could not be secured without arrest; (c) because there was no probable cause to believe Mr. al-Kidd had testimony germane to a criminal proceeding; and (d) because of the prolonged, excessive, and punitive conditions of Mr. al-Kidd's detention and post-release terms.
'
AI-Kidd's claim was, in essence, that Ashcroft created conditions that were ripe for "witnesses" whom the government suspected of terrorist activities to be detained even though the conditions of the Material Witness Statute were not satisfied. Al-Kidd contended that Ashcroft's "unlawful" policy of using material witness detentions to hold suspects created this risk. 98 The separate counts in the complaint seemed to do no more than offer different authority to demonstrate why the actions of the former Attorney General were illegal.
The district court held that on the basis of the pleadings, Ashcroft was not entitled to absolute or qualified immunity. 99 Its memorandum order stated al-Kidd's basis for Ashcroft's liability as follows: [Vol. 100
[T]he claims against Mr. Ashcroft contend that he spear-headed the post-September 11, 2001 practice of the Department of Justice to use the material witness statute to detain individuals whom they sought to investigate but had not charged with a crime.1 00
The debate in the trial court focused on whether al-Kidd had sufficiently made a claim for which Ashcroft bore responsibility for a warrant being issued for his arrest when neither.the materiality of al-Kidd's testimony nor his feared unavailability for trial had been demonstrated in the application for the warrant.
1 0 ' The Supreme Court's decision in Ashcroft v. Iqbal requires more than an allegation that a government official had a supervisory role over an offending official to be liable.
102
One of the most difficult hurdles al-Kidd faced was demonstrating a sufficient, causal link between the wholly inadequate application for alKidd's arrest and the policies of Ashcroft under the Iqbal standard. The Justice Department argued in the district court that "the vague and conclusory allegations in the complaint allege nothing more than a claim against Mr. Ashcroft based upon his supervisory status but not upon his actual personal involvement." 1 3 The district court found the complaint "sufficient . .. to raise a claim for relief against Mr. Ashcroft as to his involvement in the constitutional violations allegedly incurred by Mr. al-Kidd." ' The district court did not even address the pretext issue that took this case to the Supreme Court, namely that Ashcroft could be liable for damages if the facts alleged in the Mace Affidavit were sufficient for a material witness warrant.
Like the district court, the Ninth Circuit found that this was a valid claim against Ashcroft.' The court recognized that two recent Supreme Court cases, Bell Atlantic Co. v. Twombly and Ashcroft v. Iqbal, required some degree of specificity in the allegation that Ashcroft had a role in a warrant being sought when the requirements for such warrants had not been satisfied.'°6 The court found that al-Kidd offered more than "bare allegations" that Ashcroft layed role in his allegedly baseless arrest."
7 AlKidd asserted in his complaint that Ashcroft made statements concluding that the "[aiggressive detention of . . .material witnesses [was] vital to too Id. at-*4. ioi Id. at *9 ("Mr. al-Kidd's allegations are that probable cause as not shown in the warrant application and, therefore, his constitutional rights were violated.").
preventing, disrupting or delaying new attacks."' 1 0 8 Al-Kidd alleged that nearly 50% of those detained as witnesses in the wake of September 11 were never called to testify."°9 Finally, al-Kidd alleged that the attorney general should have been on notice of detentions of persons who did not satisfy the statutory requirements because of extensive media coverage of abuses of the Material Witness Statute following September 11.110 The court found that this claim stated a cause of action against Ashcroft "independent of the constitutionality of [the Material Witness Statute] for investigatory purposes....
The court also concluded that al-Kidd raised a much more abstract claim, the claim that ultimately found its way to the Supreme Court. In his brief to the Ninth Circuit, Ashcroft argued that his policy on material witness detentions could not be unconstitutional as any material witness arrest that satisfied the terms of the statute was objectively reasonable."' Represented by the Justice Department, he contended that, "[elven if former Attorney General Ashcroft instituted a policy requiring the pretextual use of material witness warrants to investigate terrorist suspects, as plaintiff alleges, the subjective motivation alleged does not render the policy unconstitutional [.] 2 ' The facts of al-Kidd, however, neatly fit within neither paradigm.
Most often, as long as there is a legitimate basis for a search or seizure, the real reason the government agent acted is irrelevant.' 2 Minor speeders, for instance, can be stopped amid of sea of reckless drivers even if the officer's motivation for the stop was an unsupportable hunch that the driver was transporting drugs. In the traffic stop example, however, several motorists were guilty of criminal wrongdoing, admittedly in varying degrees.' 23 Once there is an adequate factual basis to believe that a particular individual has engaged in wrongdoing, it does not matter that the government acted because it suspected more serious wrongdoing but lacked the evidence to demonstrate it.' 24 Of course detaining someone the government suspected of terrorism does not easily fit into this paradigm. There is nothing inherently wrong about possessing information helpful to the government, even in a terrorism prosecution.
The Ninth Circuit therefore drew on a different line of Fourth Amendment cases. The government is allowed to engage in certain types of searches or seizures of persons whom it has no basis to suspect of criminal activity, so long as the real reason for the seizure is not to explore the possibility of criminal activity. Often these searches are identified as "special needs" searches or seizures, where the purpose of the government's action is something "other than that of traditional law enforcement." ' Motives matter in this line of cases. Roadblocks that stop every driver,1 6 or every tenth driver,' are permitted to ensure that motorists are insured," 8 so long as the actual purpose is not to run a dog around the car to check if the motorist is transporting drugs.
2 9 Such roadblocks are acceptable to protect highways from drunk drivers or to ensure that all motorists are licensed.
3 ' Railroad workers can be randomly drug tested if the motives of the investigators are to ensure the safety of the railroad, but not if their purpose is to investigate the crime of drug possession.' 3 ' The "special needs" cases similarly do not provide a ready analogy to the detention of material witnesses. The witness's seizure and detention is far from random. The witness is uniquely identified because of information he possesses, yet his possession of the material information does not equate to wrongdoing. Does the government's selection process that uniquely identifies a specific person to be detained for a legitimate reason other than criminal investigation make the government's use of this device to investigate crime irrelevant? Or must there be evidence providing probable cause of guilt before the government's motivation becomes irrelevant?
The Ninth Circuit found witness detentions to be more analogous to special needs seizures and held that to seize a witness without suspicion of wrongdoing the purpose must be for something other than pursuing a criminal case against him. 1 32 The court found that material witness detentions for the purpose of holding criminal suspects bypassed the 127 See id. at 664 (Blackmun, J., concurring) ("The roadblock stop for all traffic is given as an example [by the majority]. I necessarily assume that the Court's reservation also includes other not purely random stops (such as every ioth car to pass a given point) that equate with, but are less intrusive than, a zoo% roadblock stop.").
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See id. at 657-59 (majority opinion).
129 City of Indianapolis v. Edmond, 531 U.S. 32, 40-42 (2000) ("The fact that officers walk a narcotics-detection dog around the exterior of each car at the Indianapolis checkpoints does not transform the seizure into a search," but "[blecause the primary purpose of the Indianapolis narcotics checkpoint program is to uncover evidence of ordinary criminal wrongdoing, the program contravenes the Fourth Amendment." (emphasis added)). . The Court reasoned that if the arrest is objectively justified by evidence of the detainee's wrongdoing, then the actual reason for the seizure is irrelevant.
13 7 If, however, the government offers a basis other than the detainee's wrongdoing for seizing him, then the government's motive for seizing him is relevant.' 38 Once it decided that material witness detentions fit better within the "special needs" line of cases, the Ninth Circuit mechanically applied the Supreme Court's precedent to conclude that the government's interest in conducting a criminal investigation negated the legitimacy of the detention.' 39 In the view of the Ninth Circuit, al-Kidd had adequately alleged that the purpose of this detention was a criminal investigation and the seizure, justified on a basis other than al-Kidd's wrongdoing, violated the Fourth Amendment.
4
Viewing the legal doctrines in isolation, the Ninth Circuit's conclusion seems to have been one of two reasonable paths before it. A strong argument can indeed be made that the Ninth Circuit picked the more analogous strain of authority. Looking at the practical impact of choosing the Ninth Circuit's path makes its choice considerably more questionable. Regardless of whether the government suspected the witness of criminal activity, his detention was bypassing any consideration of whether there was probable cause of his wrongdoing. Typically, the government's "special need" permits only minor intrusions -certainly when the intrusion is a seizure of the person. The Supreme Court noted that seizures at roadblocks involved 
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a "brief' and "slight" intrusion.
1 41 The Court has recognized that the government's interest in officer safety permits officers to order passengers out of stopped automobiles, but the Court observed that the intrusion was "de minimis."' ' 4 1 The Supreme Court has recognized that, by contrast, arrests are substantial intrusions.' 43 The facts of al-Kidd's case certainly do nothing to undermine this conclusion. Either the Ninth Circuit was giving the government considerable power to impose on its citizens once a "special need" was demonstrated, or it left out a very substantial part of its conclusions. If the interest in securing witnesses is viewed like other special needs, then only a de minimis intrusion on a citizen's liberty is permitted to vindicate it.
On a more practical level, choosing the line of authority that made the government's motivation for the detention relevant left a very puzzling result. A witness the government suspected of no wrongdoing could be detained. A witness the government suspected of membership in al-Qaeda must be left at large until adequate suspicion existed to charge him with a crime. Innocence was thus a pre-requisite to arrest and detention as a material witness.
The difficulty with the Ninth Circuit's analysis did not end there. As this was a civil rights action against John Ashcroft in his individual capacity, alKidd faced another hurdle. He was required to show that the constitutional prohibition on using material witness detentions to hold criminal suspects was "clearly established." To ensure that government actors are not afraid to do their jobs, federal civil rights laws have long provided that officials are only civilly liable for actions that they should be aware violate either constitutional or statutory provisions.'" The Ninth Circuit offered two separate justifications for its conclusion that Ashcroft should have been aware that this use of the federal material witness detention statute violated the Fourth Amendment.
First, the court opined, it was patently obvious that the statute was not intended to be used as a mechanism to hold suspects.' 4 5 No case at the time the warrant was issued in this case had found that such use of the material witness detention statute was contrary to the Fourth Amendment, but the court reasoned that no court would have had an opportunity to rule on such use of the detentions. was so patently contrary to the Constitution that the detentions of suspects under Material Witness Statutes had never previously been attempted.
1
Even without historical evidence to the contrary, it would be hard to accept the court's conclusion that no governmental actor prior to Ashcroft had discovered that Material Witness Statutes provided a mechanism to detain a suspect while a case was worked up against him.
148 But historical evidence to the contrary abounded and the Ninth Circuit was aware of it.' 49 The court cited to thi's author's work on the history of material witness detentions for the proposition that material witness detentions began to occur only in the 1840s.1 s° The court then missed the main thrust of the article it cited: That material witness detentions have always been used to hold suspects prosecutors lacked adequate suspicion to charge.
Historical acceptance of material witness detentions actually depended on them being used in the manner the Ninth Circuit found to be clearly unconstitutional.' While material witness detentions occur very infrequently in modern times, they were quite common in a number of American cities in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.' Objections were made to the practice in general and to the detention of innocent bystanders in particular -exactly the type of witnesses the Ninth Circuit found it constitutionally acceptable to detain.
The practice of detaining witnesses occurred so frequently between 1850 and 1930 as to provide a very complete picture of the reasons for the detentions and the public's acceptance of the practice. In New York City, the practice was so common that high-profile public figures and interest groups came to publicly oppose the practice over several decades, prompting a series of reforms.
3 A substantial piece of evidence demonstrating the frequency of this practice is seen in the facility holding witnesses. In 1857, the City created a separate facility, so that those held would not languish in the same condition as pre-trial detainees and convicted misdemeanants.M The conditions of confinement had not been the sole, or even primary, concern of reformers who objected to the practice of material witness detentions in the second half of the nineteenth century.
55 While many reformers thought that the possession of information helpful to a prosecution should not provide a legal basis for detaining anyone, all reformers focused on tales of innocent persons held to testify against criminal suspects.' 56 Some reformers even expressly recognized that their concern was for the bystander alone, and they would permit the detentions of those "witnesses" suspected of involvement with the defendant against whom they were held to testify.' 57 A cartoon from Harper's Weekly from 1881 clearly demonstrates the primary concern of those reformers in New York who fought to end, or at least limit, the power of the state to hold witnesses. 5 8 The cartoon shows an innocent witness in the House of Detention for Witnesses while the defendant against whom he is to testify is in a tavern boastfully displaying a paper reporting that he is out on bond. By 1883, New York revised its law relating to material witnesses, limiting the power of magistrates to order the detention of those witnesses suspected of complicity in the crimes about which they allegedly had information. The unique concern for innocent detainees continued into the twentieth century. After New York dropped its requirement that detained witnesses also be suspected of wrongdoing themselves, an association of grand jurors in 1930 complained about the treatment of innocent detainees.
16 " ' The group expressly noted that it felt no sympathy with those somehow involved with defendants, even if the witness was merely suspected of being a member of the same criminal organization as the defendant against whom he was to testify.
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The Ninth Circuit's reliance on history was thus backwards in two important respects. Not only were material witnesses used as a pretext to hold suspects prior to September 11, 2001 , historically this appears to have been the most frequent use of such detentions. Additionally, the public was very much aware of, and indeed most tolerant of, this pretextual use of the power to hold material witnesses. The Ninth Circuit concluded that no prosecutor would have considered using material witness detentions to hold suspects prior to September 11 because such use was universally regarded as unreasonable. The reality is that historically the use of material witness detentions to hold anyone other than a suspect as a material witness was widely regarded as unreasonable and, for a twenty-year period, was contrary to a New York statute.
Because of the history prompting the Fourth Amendment itself, the Ninth Circuit further concluded Ashcroft was on notice that he violated the Fourth Amendment by detaining someone he suspected of terrorist activity as a witness.
16 3 In its opinion, the court offered a brief recitation of the events commonly believed to have motivated the Framers of the Fourth Amendment to draft this provision of the Bill of Rights.
16
' It recounted British outrage at the issuance of warrants that permitted officers to search anywhere they chose to discover the authorship of papers libeling one of the king's ministers.' 6 This history, the Ninth Circuit concluded, should have put Ashcroft on notice that circumventing the probable cause requirement to arrest a criminal suspect violated the Fourth Amendment. 166 It is difficult to see what this particular history adds to the probable cause requirement in the amendment itself. Justice Scalia's opinion for the Supreme Court dispensed with the Ninth Circuit's attempt at this historical analogy with his characteristically sarcastic pith: "Ashcroft must be forgiven for missing the parallel, which escapes us as well."' 167
IV. CORRECTING A CLEAR ERROR
The United States Supreme Court in Ashcroftv. al-Kiddwas in a position in which it rarely finds itself, sitting as a Court for the correction of errors. There was no circuit split on the limits of the government's subjective intent in its use of material witness detentions. Doctrinally, al-Kidd did not present an easy case; practically, it could not have gone any other way. Prior to al-Kidd, the government's motive for suspicionless intrusions for purposes other than the enforcement of criminal law was relevant to assessing the legitimacy of the intrusion. Once the government had adequate suspicion to justify a search or seizure to investigate criminal wrongdoing, or to seize the defendant to commence a prosecution, the "real" reason for the government's action became irrelevant. AI-Kidd's facts placed it between the strains of existing authority. Precedent did not resolve whether the government's motive mattered when it sought to arrest an individual based on information unrelated to his criminal wrongdoing but nevertheless specific to the arrestee. Prior to al-Kidd, it was far from clear whether an individualized basis for suspecting criminal wrongdoing, or merely individual consideration of any factors justifying a search or seizure made the government actor's "real" motives irrelevant. [Vol. IOO The practical consequences of doing anything but reversing were illustrated by the Ninth Circuit's bottom line. Innocent bystanders could be detained more readily than terrorist suspects whom the government barely lacked suspicion to charge. The purpose of a Material Witness Statute is surely not to create a scheme of preventive detention,'1 6 but there would be something quite odd about interpreting the statute to prevent a mixed motive detention. The absence of suspicion obviously should not be a basis for more readily detaining a witness. Further, witnesses with information helpful to the prosecution in a criminal matter are often in positions that would make the government suspect them of criminal involvement. If the government could detain only those whom it suspected of nothing, or demonstrate that it had no interest in prosecuting those whose testimony it sought, this would substantially limit the usefulness of the statute.
Unsurprisingly, the majority's opinion was written by Justice Scalia. He authored the Court's unanimous decision in Whren v. United States upon which Ashcroft principally relied. Weaknesses in Scalia's opinion reveal how poorly this case mapped onto any existing line of Fourth Amendment precedent.
Justice Scalia reasoned that there were "two limited exceptions" to the general rule that the motivations of government actors are irrelevant for Fourth mendment purposes.
16 9 These exceptions are "special needs" and administrative searches and seizures.
70 By Scalia's own reasoning, however, these exceptions are not so neatly defined as to exclude the government's interest in ensuring a witness's presence at trial."' Further, Justice Scalia recognized that these were not the only types of exceptions but made no effort to exhaustively account for the other exceptions."
Special needs searches, according to his opinion, are justified by a government interest "beyond the normal need for law enforcement."' 73 168 As David Cole has noted, however, the United States has a scheme of preventive detention, though the purpose of such a scheme is not expressly recognized. Material witness detentions are part of this scheme. 171 The poorly defined quality of the category of "special needs" exceptions has been frequently observed. 172 al-Kidd, 131 S. Ct. at 2o8i ("The Government seeks to justify the present arrest on the basis of a properly issued judicial warrant-so that the special-needs and administrative-inspection cases cannot be the basis for a purpose inquiry here. Apart from those cases, we have almost uniformly rejected invitations to probe subjective intent." (emphasis added)). His separate category of administrative searches occur when a "search or seizure is in execution of an administrative warrant," as when a warrant permits inspectors to ensure compliance with housing codes. It is not entirely apparent that these are necessarily separate categories. The exception for searches or seizures in either of these categories seems to rest on the proposition that government intrusions for purposes other than the enforcement of criminal laws may proceed with less stringent prerequisites, both substantively (i.e., something less than probable cause) and procedurally (i.e., without a judicial warrant). 175 It is possible to delineate these two separate categories of special needs searches and administrative searches, but the distinction has little substantive difference. Both permit the government to justify a search or seizure without demonstrating probable cause to a judicial officer.' 76 Finally, the opinion recognized that there were other categories of searches and seizures, other than "special needs" and administrative intrusions, for which the motives for the intrusion were relevant.
Apart from those cases, we have almost uniformly rejected invitations to probe subjective intent.... There is one category of exception, upon which the Court of Appeals principally relied. In Edmond, ... we held that the Fourth Amendment could not condone suspicionless vehicle checkpoints set up for the purpose of detecting illegal narcotics.
177
Just as it is not clear how there are different justifications for the administrative warrant and "special needs" exceptions to the Fourth Amendment's baseline requirements, it is not clear how drug roadblocks constitute a different "category of exception."' 17 1 It is not clear that drug roadblocks are an exception to the Fourth Amendment's baseline requirements at all. Most scholars regard drug roadblocks as simply not fitting into an exception, as a drug roadblock is not performed to vindicate an interest beyond the normal need for law enforcement. 1 7 9 As Scalia described in the opinion, "we found the drug-detection purpose in Edmond [Vol. I0
invalidating because it was 'ultimately indistinguishable from the general interest in crime control."'"" 0 If roadblocks, which do require an inquiry into the government's motives, belong in a "category of exceptions," beyond administrative and "special needs" searches, requiring an analysis of the government's motives, are there other categories? And how would the court deal with these other exceptional circumstances for which the motives of government actors matter? Could there be another category of exception -perhaps an administration of justice exception -which allows courts to subpoena and detain witnesses? As Justice Scalia offered no single explanation for the categories of cases requiring the government to have a pure motive, his admittedly less than exhaustive accounting of the "categories of exceptions" left a hole in his argument. To have acknowledged that under existing doctrine, motives matter whenever the government acts without suspicion of wrongdoing would have required Scalia to acknowledge he was creating new law. Concluding that material wvitness detentions did not fit into any recognized exception to the general prohibition on considering a government actor's motive allowed Scalia's opinion to appear to be a formalistic application of fact to rule rather than a choice of precedent driven by policy considerations."'
The opinion would further (and falsely) lead a reasonable reader to conclude that "special needs," administrative searches, and whatever other "categor[ies] of exceptions" exist occur infrequently. The first two were described as "limited exception [s] " to the baseline probable cause and warrant requirements of the Fourth Amendment.' "Special needs" searches actually occur quite frequently as a corollary to the government's investigatory efforts. Scalia's opinion noted that roadblocks to discover intoxication are permitted by the government's interest in discovering drunken drivers.I" 3 Other types of special needs are used far more commonly. Inventory searches, one of the many types of searches commonly permitted for a purpose other than criminal investigation,"" are permitted whenever a vehicle is impounded, to protect the seizing agency and storage facility from lawsuits for theft. Why, then, is the government's interest in obtaining a witness's testimony at trial not a "special need"? Obviously, the testimony of witnesses is part of the prosecution process, but a witness's appearance is compelled without a demonstration of probable cause or judicial consideration in most cases. Lawyers issue subpoenas to witnesses whose testimony they find relevant. Certainly the ordinary process of securing a witness's appearance is not protected by a judicial determination of probable cause. Though a court has never so characterized the subpoena power, surely a "special need" explains why lawyers are permitted to determine when a witness's testimony is relevant and compel his presence. Material witness arrests are justified by the need to obtain the same goal the subpoena ordinarily achieves. By definition, such arrests are permitted only when use of the subpoena would be "impracticable."'
88
Justice Scalia did not look to the goal of material witness arrests, which seemingly must be viewed as unrelated to the ordinary enforcement of criminal law, if subpoenas can continue to be issued without judicial supervision. Scalia looked at the process used to authorize material witness detentions to conclude that they did not fit within the "special needs" paradigm.'
89 As a "warrant issued by a neutral Magistrate Judge authorized al-Kidd's arrest" and "the warrant application . . . gave individualized reasons to believe that he was a material witness and that he would soon disappear," Justice Scalia therefore concluded the arrest fit within the larger paradigm of cases, exemplified by Whren v. United States, for which government actors' subjective motives were irrelevant. 1 9 g "The existence of a judicial warrant based on individualized suspicion takes this case outside the domain of not only our special-needs and administrative-search cases, but of Edmond as well." 191 As al-Kidd argued, however, Whren found only that an official's subjective motives are irrelevant where there is "probable cause to believe that a violation of law has occurred."' 9 The basis for al-Kidd's arrest was not related to any criminal wrongdoing on his part. His case did not fit into the Whren paradigm. Justice Scalia essentially relied on a principle of basic logic to negate this argument. Whren stood for the proposition that if a seizure is based on probable cause, then the officer's motives are i86 Illinois v. Lafayette, 462 U.S. 640, 646 (1983 Of course the fact that Whren's holding does not logically require the conclusion al-Kidd sought does not mean that its reasoning does not help define the circumstances when a government actor's motivations are relevant. Certainly the true value of the inverse of the quotation from Whren is unknown as a matter of logic.' 97 Whren's observation that officers' motivation were not relevant where probable cause of wrongdoing exists does raise the possibility, if not the presumption, however, that an officer's motivations are relevant when probable cause of wrongdoing does not exist.
However, Scalia concluded suspicion of wrongdoing was not required. Individualized consideration of the facts allegedly justifying al-Kidd's arrest made the government actor's motivations irrelevant 9 8 Justice
Ginsberg's concurrence observed that "the word 'suspicion' . . . ordinarily indicates that the person suspected has engaged in wrongdoing."'" Scalia responded:
No usage of the word [suspicion] is more common and idiomatic than a statement such as "I have suspicion he knows s6mething about the crime," or even "I have a suspicion she is throwing me a surprise birthday party." The many cases cited by Justice GINSBERG, which use the neutral word "suspicion" in connection with wrongdoing, prove nothing except that searches and seizures for reasons other than suspected wrongdoing are rare.
2 00
The cases are sufficiently rare that the Court had never, prior to al-Kidd, considered the issue presented in this case. New law had to be carved to account for this situation despite Scalia's protests that this issue was clearly dictated by existing precedent.
The government had argued that if the motives for the detention were relevant, then witnesses suspected of nothing but possessing information could be held more readily than al-Qaeda members with information.
0
The government, along with its arguments that the result in this case was dictated by precedent, had offered a practical consideration for resolving the case, but practical considerations were no part of the opinion. Justice Scalia's approach took care of this concern and had the effect of constricting the category of special needs searches, but did not offer an explanation for his new approach to the special needs category.
Having found the possible investigatory motives of a government actor seeking a material witness warrant constitutionally irrelevant, Justice Scalia spent little time concluding that John Ashcroft was not on notice that the Fourth Amendment precluded witness detentions for an investigative purpose. It is not clear why he needed to address this issue at all given that he first held that there was no Fourth Amendment violation. If there was no Fourth Amendment violation, there is no way Ashcroft could have been on notice of such a violation.
02
The facts of the case, however, prevented these from being the last words of the case. Three members of the Court, Ginsberg, Breyer and Sotomayor, did not join the majority's conclusion that the pretextual use of material witness detentions did not violate the Fourth Amendment as each regarded resolution of this issue to be unnecessary to resolve the case.
03 Justices Ginsberg observed the "serious questions, unaddressed by the Court, concerning the legality of the Government's use of the Material Witness Statute in this case."z°4 Justice Ginsberg was particularly concerned about the affidavit the government filed in support of the arrest warrant, the government's omission of its disinterest in using his testimony at trial, and the "harsh custodial conditions to which al-Kidd was subjected," which she aptly described as "brutal."
' 5 She also recognized that there was a threshold question about the factual basis supporting even the initial decision to arrest al-Kidd. (overruling Saucierv. Katz, 533 U.S. 194 (zooi) , which previously required courts to decide whether a constitutional right had been violated before addressing whether the right was clearly established); Karen M. Blum, Section 1983 Litigation: Post-Pearson andPost-Iqbal, z6 TouRo L. REV. 433, . 203 See al-Kidd, 131 S. Ct. at 2o87 (Ginsberg, J., concurring); id. at 2o89 (Sotomayor, J., concurring).
204 Id. at 2089 (Ginsberg, J., concurring) (citation omitted) (internal quotation marks omitted).
205 Id.
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Judicial officers asked to issue material witness warrants must determine whether the affidavit supporting the application shows that "the testimony of a person is material in a criminal proceeding" and that "it may become impracticable to secure the presence of the person by subpoena." 18 U.S.C. § 3144. Even if these conditions are met, issuance of the warrant is discretionary. Ibid. ("judicial officer may order the arrest of the person" (emphasis added)). A1-Kidd's experience illustrates the importance of vigilant exercise of this checking role by the judicial officer to whom the warrant application is presented.
The affidavit used to secure al-Kidd's detention was spare; it did not state with particularity the information alKidd purportedly possessed, nor did it specify how al-Kidd's knowledge would be material to Sami Omar al-Hussayen's prosecution. As to impracticability, the affidavit contained only this unelaborated statement: "It is believed that if AI-Kidd travels to Saudi Arabia, the United States Government will be unable to secure his presence at trial via subpoena." App. 64. Had the Magistrate Judge insisted on more concrete showings of materiality and impracticability, al-Kidd might have been spared the entire ordeal.
0 6
While Justice Ginsberg raised a concern about the application of the materiality requirement of the Material Witness Statute, Justice Kennedy raised a brief, but poignant, question about the application of the impracticability requirement: -Under the statute, a MagistrateJudge may issue a warrant to arrest someone as a material witness upon a showing by affidavit that "the testimony of a person is material in a criminal proceeding" and "that it may become impracticable to secure the presence of the person by subpoena." 18 U.S.C. § 3144. The scope of the statute's lawful authorization is uncertain. For example, a law-abiding citizen might observe a crime during the days or weeks before a scheduled flight abroad. It is unclear whether those facts alone might allow police to obtain a material witness warrant on the ground that it "may become impracticable" to secure the person's presence by subpoena. Ibid. The question becomes more difficult if one further assumes the traveler would be willing to testify if asked; and more difficult still if one supposes that authorities delay obtaining or executing the warrant until the traveler has arrived at the airport. These possibilities resemble the facts in this case.
07
Justice Sotomayor's concurrence succinctly stated a sentiment that pervaded both Justice Kennedy and Justice Ginsberg's opinion: " [N] othing in the majority's opinion today should be read as placing this Court's imprimatur on the actions taken by the Government against al-Kidd." ' Interestingly, the Justice Department did not specifically seek review of the Ninth Circuit's conclusion that John Ashcroft's policies were 206 Id. at zo88 n.2. 207 Id. at 2085-86 (Kennedy, J., concurring).
2o8 Id. at 2090 (Sotomayor, J., concurring).
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sufficiently connected to the decision to seek an invalid material witness warrant to permit liability under Iqbal. Review was sought only of the Ninth Circuit's conclusion that "the Fourth Amendment prohibits an officer from executing a valid material witness warrant with the subjective intent of conducting further investigation or preventively detaining the subject." 209 Depending on what happens on remand, the former attorney general may still be liable for inadequately supervising material witness arrests to ensure that they are not sought when there is no basis for detention under the Material Witness Statute.
V. CONCERNS THAT WERE NOT BEFORE THE COURT
It would have been illogical to permit the detention of a witness suspected of no wrongdoing, while forbidding the detention of one who possesses helpful information and is also suspected of wrongdoing. The reality, though, that the Material Witness Statute can be used as a method of investigating the witness's criminal act raises a set of concerns that need to be addressed by courts and legislatures. The abuses al-Kidd, and others like him, suffered should never again be tolerated.
Prosecutors and police can be largely trusted to self-regulate the treatment of a detained witness if these persons truly are merely persons whose testimony will be useful to the government°1 0 The government would have plenty of incentive to ensure at least decent treatment for those it wishes to use as witness and would be reluctant to detain those whose assistance alone was sought.
" ' The government would want these witnesses to testify to the best of their ability and forcible detention and poor conditions of confinement would surely undermine that goal."' 2 The witness-suspect can rely on no similar hope of self-restraint, as the plight of al-Kidd himself vividly demonstrates. 209 Petition for Writ of Certiorari, Ashcroft v. al-Kidd, 131 S. Ct. 2074 (20 11) , 2010 WL 2830439 at *I. 2io In a case involving a cooperating witness suspected of criminal wrongdoing, the government's favorable treatment will often involve promises of leniency in punishment. See George C. Harris, Testimony for Sale: The Law and Ethics of Snitches and Experts, 28 PEPP. L. REV. i, 18 (2000) ("[lit is well-established that prosecutors in federal criminal cases can offer lenient treatment and cash rewards to accomplices, informers, or other cooperating witnesses who testify for the government. The trend in modern federal case law is to accept even overtly contingent agreements for testimony." (footnotes omitted)).
zn See Ann C. Rowland, Effective Use of Informants andAccomplice Witnesses, 50 S.C. L. REV. 679,679 (1999) ("Rarely are informants public-spirited citizens who volunteer solely because they have information that might be useful. Informants usually receive some compensation or benefit for their information in the form of a reward, regular monetary payments, reimbursement for expenses, or other benefit.").
212 See Daniel C. Richman, Cooperating Clients, 56 OHio ST. L.J. 69, 1o1 0995) (observing that government will often reserve the terms of a plea deal to ensure that the defendant testifies to the best of his ability).
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The efforts to use the detentions to obtain evidence against the witness-suspect, though they raise thorny issues, can and likely will be resolved by courts. Limits on the government's ability to use the Material Witness Statute to preventively detain the witness-suspect, however, can only realistically be addressed by Congress.
The Material Witness Statute offers prosecutors a potential means of bypassing protections available to suspects in ordinary criminal investigations. Courts are, however, in a good position to evaluate the legitimacy of using these detentions to obtain evidence against suspects. Courts must necessarily pass on the admissibility of evidence in criminal cases, providing ample opportunity for the development of common law rules.
The use that courts may make of evidence obtained against witnesses will nevertheless present difficult questions. Consider the two most regulated aspects of police investigation -the seizure of physical evidence and extraction of statements from persons in custody.
It is not entirely clear whether physical evidence obtained incident to a material witness arrest may be used against the witness, regardless of the motivation for the arrest. 13 Evidence obtained incident to material witness's arrest can be viewed either as the product of an ordinary arrest, in which case the only limitation would be the location of the evidence obtained. The government's interest in protecting officer safety and preventing suspects from destroying evidence in his possession justifies the search incident to arrest.
14 If material witness arrests are treated like ordinary arrests, anything within the witness's grabbing area at the time of his arrest could be admitted against him in any criminal proceeding." 5 Alternatively, these arrests could be viewed like the impoundment of an automobile." 1 6 While a material witness is certainly an animate human being who may pose risks to the officer like other arrestees, he is unlike an ordinary arrestee in that the government has not.shown that there is an evidentiary basis for believing him guilty of a crime." 1 7 There is thus 213 One court has ruled that the fruits of a pretextual material witness arrest are inadmissible. State v. Hand, 242 A.2d 888, 897 (Sup. Ct. 1968) . S. 364,375-76 (1976) .
217 Terry v. Ohio is another example of the potential of a defendant's danger being insufficient for a government intrusion. A pat-down is justified if the officer has reasonable suspicion
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no legal basis for suspecting that he will have evidence to destroy. Under current law, this would not itself raise a question about the government's right to take the same precautions it takes when detaining others." 1 8 The same fear of pretext that animates an inventory search of an impounded car, however, animates the search-incident-to-arrest of a material witness."
9
The arrest could well be an effort to conduct a search unsupported by any legal foundation and, while problematic in itself, could dramatically increase the use of witness detentions.
The logical extension of Justice Scalia's majority opinion in al-Kidd would suggest that material witness arrests are no different than ordinary arrests as each are supported by individualized suspicion, a characterization challenged by three concurring justices." Viewing material witness arrests as functionally identical to ordinary arrests, however, would confer on prosecutors and police the power to draw inferences about group criminality that the Supreme Court has long rejected. Consider the facts of Ybarra v. Illinois. 22 ' Police officers had probable cause to believe that the bartender of the Aurora Tap Room was selling heroin and obtained a warrant to search the bar and the bartender.
2 2 In executing the warrant, officers also patted down patrons of the bar discovering heroin in a cigarette pack on Ventura that the suspect is armed and dangerous and has committed, or is about to commit, a crime. Suspicion of danger alone is insufficient for a pat-down. See Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 26-27 (1968) ; see also Arizona v. Johnson, 555 U.S. 323, 326 (2oo9) (noting the two separate requirements, suspicion of wrongdoing and reason to believe the suspect is armed and dangerous, to permit pat-down).
218 To the contrary, however, the Court has held that once an arrest is legitimate, the government's interest in officer safety permits a search incident to arrest, even if there is almost no reason to think the arrestee will possess evidence of a crime. See United States v. Robinson, 414 U.S. z8, 235 (1973). 219 No doubt the difficulty of administrability is a big part of the Supreme Court's reluctance to include a concern about pretext in its criminal procedure cases. Technically, inventory searches of impounded automobiles are forbidden if the search is motivated by the officer's interest in searching for evidence. If conducted for a reason other than protecting the impounding authority from civil suits for theft or damage, such searches are forbidden by the Fourth Amendment. See supra notes 183-84 and accompanying text. Demonstrating that the search was conducted for the illegitimate basis of searches for evidence is, as a practical matter, nearly impossible. The Supreme Court has held that the search is legitimate if consistent with the plan developed to search all such impounded cars. Lower courts have held that such plans need not be written. In one particularly noteworthy case, the Sixth Circuit held that the inspection of a vehicle's engine block was consistent with a non-pretextual inventory search. Inventory searches must.merely be consistent with a policy, which is not required to be written. Ybarra.3 If pretext is irrelevant in how we view evidence obtained in a material witness arrest, imagine the slightly different application that would have been presented to the magistrate in the Ybarra case. Officers would have sought warrants to arrest the patrons to the bar as material witnesses to the drug dealing inside.11 4 The fear of this sort of creative use of material witness detentions is particularly acute if warrants are not constitutionally required for material witness arrests, another issue yet to be resolved." 2 5 Once arrested, is the material witness in custody for the purpose of Miranda v. Arizona? The answer initially appears to be an unequivocal "yes" as the detainee is most emphatically in custody. If the suspect is arrested on suspicion of a robbery, he may not be questioned about an unrelated murder unless he waives his Miranda rights to silence and presence of counsel at questioning.
2 6 He can waive his rights when he thinks he is just being investigated for the robbery and that waiver is valid even if the subject matter changes to a different, and even substantially more serious, crime, but there must be a waiver." 2 7 Likewise it might seem readily obvious that the interrogation of an arrested material witness may not be admitted unless the detainee waives his Miranda rights. Law enforcement officers who arrest the witness on one basis seemingly would not be permitted to question him about other matters without a Miranda waiver at some point.
The answer is not, however, that easily resolved. If the police question a person serving a prison sentence, or judicially committed to a mental hospital, Miranda warnings are not required so long as officers impose no additional constraints on freedom.
2 18 Courts may well conclude that if officers are detaining the witness for a purpose other than prosecuting him, his confinement, like that of the state prisoner or mental health patient, is not for the purpose of criminal investigation, making the Miranda warnings 223 Id. at 89.
224 Loose interpretations of materiality and impracticability could make this concern less than far-fetched. Limits on materiality could also prevent this sort of problem. See discussion at infra note 226-3 1 and accompanying text.
225 Certainly the federal Material Witness Statute and the Material Witness Statutes in most states provide for a warrant for a material witness arrest. They do not, however, provide that material witness arrests require a warrant. Even if they did expressly limit material witness arrests to those authorized by warrant, these statutes would be largely irrelevant if a court were to conclude that warrants were not constitutionally required to arrest material witnesses. See Virginia v. Moore, 553 U.S. 164, 177-78 (zoo8) J. 883, 941-43 (1997) .
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unnecessary.
2 9 The Justice Department apparently concluded that this was the likely approach courts would take as they did not give al-Kidd his Miranda warnings before questioning him after his arrest.
3 ' Obviously, if this is a valid interpretation of the Miranda protections, or lack thereof, for material witness detainees, prosecutors and police have a real incentive to rely heavily on their power to detain material witnesses. Such detentions would provide a bypass to the current scheme of regulating interrogations.
2 3 ' As problematic as these concerns are, they are well within the ability of courts to address. Courts, in fact, must address these issues whenever the prosecution attempts to use evidence obtained from a material witness arrest to convict the witness himself. Once the witness becomes a defendant, he will be represented by counsel who will challenge the legality of the government source of all the evidence it is using against him.
3 ' If the government or states start to use material witness detentions 229 One could look to the Miranda rights of a pretrial detainee as a basis for resolving this issue. Once a magistrate has decided that a criminal defendant must be held pending trial to ensure his presence and the safety of the community, the considerations justifying his detention are not formally about the investigation of a crime. The basis of pretrial detention is identical to the basis for a material witness arrest and detention. The Sixth Amendment precludes the prosecution from questioning the defendant about crime for which he is detained. While the amendment is offense-specific, the defendant is a represented party once he is committed to jail pending trial, thus forbidding the government from communicating with him under most rules of ethics. Rarely, then, has there been an occasion for a prosecutor to attempt to question a suspect being held pending trial about an unrelated matter without implicating other rules of criminal procedure. 16-25 (2oo) . The Court has not, however, said that police departments can decide that they will interrogate without using the warnings and still admit the confessions. This view of the protections afforded detained material witnesses in interrogations would provide the police just that power. A material witness warrant could come to be the preferred warrant if the rules of interrogation are more favorable to the police.
232 There is, in fact, an almost knee-jerk response defense lawyers have to seek to exclude evidence that could in any way harm their clients' cases. One by-product of the legal academy's case law approach to learning has been to make defense lawyers very.good at looking at police reports to determine whether there is a basis to challenge the admissibility of incriminating evidence. Cf. William J. Stuntz, The Virtues and Vices of the Exclusionary Rule, 2o HARV. J.L. & PUB. POL'v 443, 453 (1997) (observing that over-worked public defenders will frequently allocate resources toward excluding illegally obtained evidence). Lawyers are much better at excluding than discovering evidence. The academy has done a poor job teaching lawyers how to investigate. Prosecutors, of course, rely on the professional investigators, the police. Defense lawyers often do not have the luxury of having an investigator as part of a defense team. Two pieces of evidence reveal the inadequacy of legal training to equip lawyers to deal with this important aspect of their jobs. Five instances of wrongful conviction were discovered on Illinois' death row by Northwestern graduate students, but not students in the law school. Journalism students, who are trained to find facts, discovered these egregious errors. See Brian Rosenthal, In Focus: Investigative Journalism Students Used Questionably [Vol. loo as a means of collecting physical evidence or extracting confessions, courts will be presented with the legitimacy of these methods. Courts will also have an interest in ensuring that the protections they have fashioned not be obliterated by a prosecution theory -a little too clever by seven-eighths -that a search of a person, or a custodial interrogation, is exempt because the target is called a "witness."
Courts are in a poor position, by contrast, to develop protections against the non-investigatory aspects of material witness detentions, regardless of whether the witness is suspected of wrongdoing and detained preventively or genuinely held to guarantee his testimony. What is a sufficient factual basis for detaining a witness? What constitutes sufficient evidence that a subpoena will not practically secure the witness' appearance? How long may witnesses be detained? Is a witness entitled to a hearing before he is arrested? What are the terms of confinement for witnesses? For a variety of reasons, these questions are not easily answered by courts.
The materiality and impracticability requirements of the Material Witness Statute are too vague to provide notice about who may be detained. It is not clear how essential a witness's testimony must be for it to meet the materiality standard in the statute. Typically, claims that statutes are void for vagueness are made about provisions of the criminal code.
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Vague statutes raise concerns about an individual's ability to know what the statute proscribes.'-' Without adequate clarity, it is impossible to avoid committing proscribed conduct. Material witness detentions obviously do not depend on a witness's wrongdoing. There is nothing inherently wrong about possessing information material to a prosecution. It is not clear that citizens would know how to avoid knowing information helpful to a criminal prosecution and, even they could, it is even less clear that society would be better if they did so.
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Ethical Reporting Tactics, Sources Say, DAILY Nw., May 4, 2o I, http://www.dailynorthwestern. com/campus/in-focus-investigative-journalism-students-used-questionably-ethical-reporting-tactics-sources-say-.255886#.TrcHgXPgAqk. Secondly, the number of death sentences in this country has been dramatically dropping because the defense of capital cases has come to involve telling-the defendant's own human story, rather than attempting to somehow minimize the crime he committed. This innovation was not developed by lawyers but by mitigation specialists, generally trained in social work. See Jeffrey Toobin, The Mitigator, NEw YORKER, May 9, 2o I1, http:l/www.newyorker.com/reporting/2o 11/05/09/11 5o9fa-fact-toobin. Lawyers are not particularly good at a number of things their jobs require, but they are very good at discovering how the exclusionary rule can be used to their client's advantage, thus assisting courts in placing limits on government investigations. or is even duplicative of other testimony. 42 The Utah Supreme Court even held that the materiality requirement for an out-of-state subpoena was satisfied only if there was a plausible showing that there was a reasonable probability that the testimony would affect the outcome of a trial. 43 These limits on materiality in the issuance of interstate subpoenas for witnesses do not even presently apply to the government's efforts to arrest a witness. Seemingly, these limitations should apply to the government's efforts to make an arrest under the Material Witness Statutes.
Materiality is also defined in perjury and fraud statutes. 2 " Borrowing from cases interpreting the term in this context raises a similar set of problems. A broad view of materiality in these contexts encourages truthtelling. A broad reading of materiality in the context of material witness detentions opens wide the scope of persons whom the government may arrest for possessing information.
With few material witness arrests, and almost no practical opportunity for appellate review of the circumstances leading to the arrests, magistrate judges have only the limited guidance interpreting materiality that comes from these other statutes. The facts in the al-Kidd case reveal how little guidance courts are given. A federal magistrate judge found the government had sufficiently demonstrated that materiality had been satisfied, even though Justice Breyer in the oral argument strongly suggested it had not been and Justice Ginsberg concluded that it had not been in her opinion.1
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The limited number of opportunities for courts to develop criteria construing materiality in this context leaves Congress in a better position to flesh out the meaning of this vague term. Similar issues are raised by the criteria requiring the government to show "it may become impracticable to secure the presence of the person."1 4 6 In his opinion, Justice Kennedy raised a concern about the very broad basis the statute gives the government to arrest a witness. Kennedy queried whether a planned trip out of town was sufficient to justify an arrest, especially if the witness agreed to appear when required by subpoena. 47 Predictions of future conduct are inherently unreliable."' Seizures or detentions of persons have, in other contexts, been permitted only on predictions of future dangerousness. 49 The Material Witness Statute involves a prediction that a witness will not comply with a subpoena.
One solution to Fourth Amendment concerns about an arrest based on future unavailability is to provide the witness a hearing before he is arrested, which would give him an opportunity to demonstrate that he will appear before he is arrested. Some states have developed such a rule by legislative act, or judicial interpretation of constitutional limits on seizures. 50 With such a limitation, material witness warrants essentially become super-subpoenas, issued for the witness's appearance in advance of trial to provide the court an opportunity to assess what restraints are necessary. If the witness fails to appear for this hearing, the court obviously has the power to order his arrest for contempt. As the federal statute reads, there is no requirement that the government show that the witness would not comply with a requirement that he appear at such a hearing, or that too much risk would be involved in waiting to see if the witness failed to comply. Congress has demonstrated considerable competency in identifying criteria courts ought to consider in determining what conditions will ensure a defendant's (or indeed, a witness's) appearance at trial in the Bail Reform Act. Congress could and should identify the criteria that permit essentially an emergency detention before the witness has a chance to be heard on the conditions that will ensure his presence. As Justice Kennedy described, the impracticability requirement provides almost no guidance to judges hearing material witness detention hearings.
Statutory or constitutional terms that lack precision are not as problematic in other contexts. Frequently vague terms are clarified through judicial application. The imprecision of materiality and impracticability present concerns in this context that similarly imprecise terms would not present REV. 562,562 n.z (1985) .
250 A number of states have such provisions. See PA. R. CRIM. P. 522 (2010) . Other states are more ambiguous. Alabama and Tennessee each provide, for instance, that a magistrate may require a material witness, who has either refused to comply with a subpoena in the past, or will do so in the future, to secure his appearance with bond. ALA. CODE § 15-11-12(a) (1995); TENN. CODE ANN. § 40-I 1-110 (2006) . These statutes do not appear to be used often as each note that the magistrate may, in his discretion, require bond of married women and minors. ALA. CODE § 15-11-13 (1995); TENN. CODE ANN. § 40-10-1tO. Alabama provides that the witness may be required to enter into a bond for $ioo. ALA. CODE § 15-1-Iz(a). Ifa witness is unlikely to appear, it seems doubtful that a secured or unsecured bond -or even cash bond of $ioo will impose a condition sufficient to ensure compliance.
[Vol. IOO in other contexts. The law certainly is comfortable with vague terms. Probable cause, for instance, is one of the best known of them. Officers, however, have a reasonable sense of what it means to have probable cause because courts are constantly interpreting this term. Criminal defendants who have been the subject of searches -and with our drug laws there are plenty of those -are highly incentivized to object to the legitimacy of searches. They are given lawyers who, at least in many drug cases, know that a successful suppression motion ends the prosecution's case. These defendants, who are provided the right to counsel through the appellate stage, are constantly forcing the creation of reported decisions fleshing out the contours of search and seizure law. There is no dearth of judicial gloss on the Framer's vague term "probable cause."
The rarity of material witness detentions raises an odd civil rights concern for those witnesses the government may consider detaining in the future.
There cannot be an adequate body of law clarifying the vague materiality and impracticality terms in the Material Witness Statute. Not only are material witness arrests infrequently sought, appellate review of arrest and detention decisions are even rarer. 1 The witness is provided counsel at the detention hearing, which provides an opportunity and incentive for the witness to argue that neither of the requirements for his arrest were met. If these requirements have not been demonstrated, then he should simply be released without any conditions. The Bail Reform Act, however, provides no right to counsel if he chooses to appeal restrictions placed on him at the hearing."' 2 Unlike a criminal defendant, who is appointed counsel for any matters arising during the course of his prosecution, a witness's brief representation ends with the detention hearing. A criminal defendant has a constitutional right to counsel on appeal. 53 An arrested witness has no constitutional right to counsel on appeal or otherwise."' Magistrate judges rarely have occasions to interpret materiality and impracticability in the context of material witness detentions; district and appellate judges almost never have such opportunities. Congress is thus not only in the best position to offer better definitions of these vague terms, in many ways, but it is also 251 The Iowa Supreme Court recently held, in an unusual appellate decision interpreting the limits of material witness detentions, that under Iowa's poorly drafted material witness statute, a witness may only be detained until an indictment is handed down, which permits the issuance of subpoenas. In re Marshall, 805 N.W.2d 145, 162 (Iowa zo i).
252 See 18 U.S.C. § 3142 (2oo6). 253 See Douglas v. California, 372 U. S. 353, 356-57 (1963) (holding that indigent defendants have a right to counsel on appeal); see also Draper v. Washington, 372 U.S. 487, 497-98 (1963) (holding that indigent defendants must be provided with free transcript). 254 Courts have yet to address this issue, but the trend in the United States Supreme Court would suggest that the Court is not receptive to such a claim. See Turner v. Rogers, 131 S. Ct. 2507, 2515-16 (201 I) (holding that a defendant has no right to counsel where incarceration is possible in civil contempt proceeding).
in the only position to tighten the criteria determining when an individual may be arrested on the basis that he possesses information.
Once a witness is then arrested, there are substantial issues regarding the terms of his confinement that are also poorly suited for judicial restriction. A large portion of al-Kidd's complaint related to the terms of his confinement prior to the detention hearing. 255 Courts have shown little interest in defining the terms of confinement for a person in federal custody. A federal court, which certainly has access to criminal records and the very extensive reports prepared by Pre-Trial Services, may make only recommendations to the Federal Bureau of Prisons about the location or even level of confinement. 56 Courts would seem to have a vested interest in ensuring that they have control over both the length and terms of sentences they render. While many federal judges criticized the highly restrictive quality of the Federal Sentencing Guidelines, and some even resigned over them, there has been no similar judicial outrage over the limited role federal judges have to decide how prisoners should be confined."
7 Just as a pre-trial detainee may present unique security risks, the same could be true for a material witness. Congress, however, has demonstrated a unique ability in this area with the Bail Reform Act.
5 ' Just as it described the conditions bearing on whether a pre-trial detainee should be admitted to bail, it should describe the terms of confinement appropriate for material witnesses. Presumably that would involve the most minimal degree of custody imaginable absent circumstances that would be identified.
Once a federal judge determines that a witness may be detained, a poor bit of legislative drafting has left uncertain exactly how he can obtain his freedom prior to the trial for which his testimony is needed. Under the statute, "[no material witness may be detained because of inability to comply with any condition of release if the testimony of such witness can adequately be secured by deposition." ' 59 How is the magistrate to decide whether a deposition is sufficient? In over half of the material witness detentions after September 11, federal judges refused requests to allow material witnesses to submit to depositions.
6 0 Just as with the materiality requirement itself, there is no criteria for establishing the government's need for live as opposed to transcribed testimony, and the nature of these cases do not provide a ready mechanism for the development of common law on this issue.
How long may those witnesses detained after arrest, and denied an opportunity to be deposed and released, be held? Must they be released after an appearance before a grand jury? After their appearance at trial? May they be held for a re-trial or for a trial on other defendants in the same matter? Does an individual's liberty interest not, at some point, trump the government's interest in ensuring a conviction? Comparing the Courtcreated rules under the constitutional guarantee to a speedy trial with the Congressionally-created Speedy Trial Act demonstrates the superior institutional ability of Congress to address this concern. The Court's speedy trial jurisprudence is laden with vague factors that generally ensure a government victory.
2 6 ' While the Speedy Trial Act is certainly not a loophole-free piece of legislation, clear timelines are identified that courts are generally reluctant to draw. 
CONCLUSION
The al-Kidd decision is something of a tempest in a teapot. Despite the conflicting legal precedent that lent no easy doctrinal answer, the Court's holding was practically inescapable. It should not be easier to arrest a bystander than a suspected terrorist. The Court's holding, though, may be meaningless to the parties in this case. John Ashcroft's policy of aggressive detaining witness, even if legal, appears to be sufficient, under an unchallenged aspect of the Ninth Circuit's opinion, to have required him to ensure detentions were sought consistent with the statute.
The practical effect of the al-Kidd decision will hopefully be legislative reform. The broad and vague terms of the Material Witness Statute cannot wait for judicial restrictions. Witnesses lack the means or incentive to challenge their arrests or conditions of release. Combined with the small number of material witnesses detained each year, these facts ensure that courts are given few opportunities to restrict the government's power under this statute. Leaving the statute unaltered is unacceptable. These rare
